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Abstract 
Cagliari, F. and S. Mantovani, Preservation of topological properties under exponentiation, 
Topology and its Applications 47 (1992) 149-159. 
We show that, given a subcategory C ofTop closed under refinement and products, exponentiations 
of morphisms in Top and in C do coincide. As a consequence, we find that a map in Haus is 
exponentiable if and only if it is open and locally perfect. 
Keywords: Exponentiable morphism, partial product, pseudotopological space, locally perfect 
map. 
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Introduction 
It is well know that topologists have often to work with topological fibred spaces 
and sometimes they need to know when a fibred space s : U + X allows the construc- 
tion of canonical exponential objects, that is when s is exponentiable in the category 
Top/X. Niefield in [ 141 gave a topological characterization of this kind of morphisms 
of Top, i.e., of those morphisms s : U + X whose associated functor (-) x s admits 
a right adjoint (-)‘. 
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It may be useful to know under which conditions on an exponentiable morphism 
s in Top, (-)” preserves properties that s may have, in the following sense: 
If s : U-r X is exponentiable in Top and lies in a subcategory C of 
Top, when is the exponential object (f)” again in C for anyfin C/X? (Q) 
Booth and Brown gave sufficient conditions for the preservation of Hausdorffness 
in [3] and in [ll] Johnstone studied the problem in the category of locales, giving 
characterizing conditions for the preservation of strong Hausdorffness and regularity 
under exponentiation. Lewis [12] solved the problem in the category of weakly 
Hausdorff compactly generated spaces, showing that s must be an open map. 
The main purpose of this paper is to show that the problem given by the question 
(Q) is equivalent to the exponentiability of s in C, when C is quotient reflective, 
that is closed under refinement and products (e.g. when C is the category of 
Hausdorff spaces, T,-spaces, To-spaces, totally separated spaces, functionally Haus- 
dorff spaces). In fact we show that (f)’ is in C if and only if s is exponentiable 
in C. 
As a by-product of this result, we find a topological characterization of exponenti- 
able morphisms in Haus, which turn out to be exactly those open maps which are 
locally perfect, in the sense of Johnstone [ll]. 
The way we follow is to solve first the problem (Theorem 2.1) in the quasitopos 
of pseudotopological spaces Pseudotop [4], using purely topological methods and 
the notion of partial product (introduced by Pasynkov in [ 161 and whose relationship 
with exponentiability was completely determined by Dyckhoff and Tholen in [S]). 
This result allows us to know that, when s is exponentiable both in C and in Top, 
the formation of the exponential object (f)‘ is the same in the two categories, since 
it is the exponential object in Pseudotop. 
Using then a result (Theorem 2.5) which relates the exponentiability of s with 
the behaviour of the reflector R left adjoint of the inclusion J : C- Pseudotop with 
respect to pullbacks and the characterization of topological spaces in Pseudotop 
given in [20], we are able to solve the main problem, i.e., the relationship between 
the exponentiability of s in Top and in C’. We prove that if C is quotient reflective 
in Top, then any morphism exponentiable in C is exponentiable also in Top, and 
that, when C is only epireflective, this fact is no longer true for any morphism, but 
only for monomorphisms. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let C be a category with finite limits. 
Definition 1.1. A morphism s : U + X in C is said to be exponentiable if it is Cartesian 
as an object of C/X, that is when the product functor (-) x s: C/X + C/X has a 
right adjoint, denoted by (-)“. 
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Definition 1.2. Given s : U + X and Y in C, the partial product P(s, Y) of Y on s is 
defined (when it exists) as a pair (p, e), where p : P + X and e : P xx U + Y, such 
that the square in 
YAPx,U-u 
i- I> 
P -x 
P 
is a pullback and, given a pullback diagram on s 
and a map h : V -+ Y, there is a unique h’: W -+ P over X with g = ph' and h = eh”, 
where h”: V+ P X, U is given by the universal property of the pullback 
V 
\ 
R 
s’ 
YC 
<’ 
Px,U -+>c’ 
In other words, given an object Y in C, we have an object p : P + X and an arrow 
e: P X, U + Y universal from (- X, U) to Y; i.e., if Ex is the domain functor 
C/X+C we have a right adjoint (-ex U) to (Ix(-) xx U)=E,(- x,s). Since 
2, has a right adjoint given by 17, : C + C/X, fl,( Y) = TV : X x Y + X, by [14, 
corollary 1.21, this is equivalent to the exponentiability of s. Hence, we have: 
Proposition 1.3 (see [8,2.1]). Chaspartialproducts ouer s (that is there exists P(s, Y), 
for any Y in C) if and only ifs is exponentiable in C. 
From now on, when it will be necessary to make clear the category C of an 
endofunctor F: C -+ C, we will write cF. 
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In dealing with exponentiable morphisms in subcategories of Top, we can use 
the embedding of Top in the quasitopos of pseudotopological spaces Pseudotop (see 
[41). 
Definition 1.4 (see [9]). A pseudotopological space is a set X together with a relation 
+ between nets in X and points of X which satisfies: 
(kl) If {x,,}~~,, is a constant net with value x, then {x~},,~.~ +x. 
(k2) If {x~}~~, +x and {y,},, ,’ is a subnet of {x~}~~, , then {Y~]~~,,,+ x. 
(k3) If {xh]ht, is a net in X and every subnet {y,},, ,, of {xh} has a subnet 
{z,) “E 1” such that {z,} Ut ,,,+ x, then {x*}~~ , + x. 
Note. Since every full subcategory C of Top is fully embedded in Pseudotop and 
in Pseudotop every morphism is exponentiable, given a morphism s : U + X and an 
object Y in C, we can always form the partial product Pp(s, Y) of Y on s in 
Pseudotop by Proposition 1.3. If s is exponentiable in C, we can also consider the 
partial product P&s, Y) of Y on s in C. In Section 2 we will find the relationship 
existing between these two spaces. 
First we need some preliminary definitions and remarks. 
Definition 1.5. Let A be a directed set and * an extra point; we put A* = A u {*}. 
We consider the direct topology on A* having the following neighbourhood base: 
(1) {A}, for A in A. 
(2) {h~A~A?=A’,forsomeA’~A}u{*}for*. 
We will call the directed space the space A* with the direct topology previously 
defined. 
Remark 1.6. (1) If X is a pseudotopological space and {x~}~~,, + x is a convergent 
net in X, the function h,, : A * + X defined by h , (A ) = x,, , hdl (*) = x is a morphism 
of Pseudotop. 
(2) Directed spaces are O-dimensional Hausdorff spaces. 
(3) X has the final pseudotopology with respect to the class of h 1 : A * + X, for 
all directed spaces A*. 
As a consequence the class of directed spaces is a class of O-dimensional Hausdorff 
spaces which is finally dense in Pseudotop (see [l, 10.691). 
2. Exponentiable morphisms in epireflective subcategories of Pseudotop 
Theorem 2.1. Let C be an epireflective subcategory of Pseudotop. If s: U-+X is 
exponentiable in C, then for any Yin C, Pp(s, Y) = P&s, Y). 
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Proof. First we can observe that Pp(s, Y) and P&s, Y) have the same underlying 
set P = {(x,f) If: s-‘(x) + Y}. 
By the universal property of Pp, corresponding to the evaluation map 
e: PC x, U -+ Y, there exists a morphism i: PC + Pp which is the identity on the 
underlying set, and by the universal property of PC for any morphism h : C + Pp in 
Pseudotop with C in C, there exists a unique C-morphism h' : C + PC such that ih’ = h. 
If C = Ind (the category of indiscrete spaces) or C = Sing (the category of spaces 
with at most one point), i is an isomorphism, since PC has the indiscrete topology. 
If C # Ind, Sing, the two-point discrete space is in C. In fact the two-point set 
has exactly three pseudotopological structures: the discrete one, the indiscrete one, 
and a third one corresponding to the Sierpinski space; if Cf Ind the indiscrete 
structure cannot be in C; if the Sierpinski space belongs to C even the two-point 
discrete space is in C since it is a subspace of the square of the Sierpinski space. 
Consequently, each O-dimensional Hausdorff space is in C (see [I]); in particular, 
by Remark 1.6(2), each directed space is in C. If {x,,},,~,~ is a net in Pp converging 
to x, by the previous observations, there exists h’, : A * + PC such that ih I, = h,, . That 
is {x~}~~,, + x is also in PC. As a consequence PC has a coarser topology than Pp 
since, by Remark 1.6(3), Pp has the final topology with regard to h_,, then Pp= 
P cl c. 
Corollary 2.2. Under the same hypothesis as in Theorem 2.1, for any s in C/X, the 
exponential object ‘(f )” in Pseudotop coincides with the exponential object c (f )I in C. 
Proof. By the proof of [14, Proposition 1.11 we have that P(f)’ is the equalizer in 
Pseudotop of two maps between Pp(s, U) and Pp(s, X). By Theorem 2.1 and [14, 
Proposition 1.11 again, “(f) ’ is the equalizer in C of the same maps. Therefore, 
since C is reflective in Pseudotop, C is closed under limits and then P(f)’ = 
C(f)“. 0 
Corollary 2.3. Let C be an epireflective subcategory of Pseudotop. Then 
(i) s is exponentiable in C if and only if, for each Yin C, Pp(s, Y) is in C. 
(ii) s is exponentiable in C if and only if, for each fin C/X, ‘(f )’ is in C/X. 
Remark 2.4. A consequence of [8, Theorems 2.19 and 3.11 is that: every epireflective 
subcategory C of Pseudotop is totally reflective in Pseudotop with respect to the 
class Exp(C) of exponentiable morphisms of C 
If C is epireflective in Top and morphisms exponentiable in C are exponentiable 
also in Top (and this is the case of every quotient reflective subcategories of Top, 
Theorem 2.7 below), C is totally reflective in Top with respect to Exp(C). 
If C is an epiretlective subcategory of Pseudotop (with reflector R left adjoint to 
the inclusion J: C + Pseudotop) and X in C, J’: C/X + Pseudotop/X has a left 
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adjoint R’ given by R’(f) = R(f). The exponentiability in C of a morphism s : U + X 
in C is related to the behaviour of R’ with respect to pullbacks. In fact we have: 
Theorem 2.5. Let C be an epire$ective subcategory of Pseudotop. A C-morphism 
s : U + X is exponentiable in C if and only if the following diagram is commutative 
(up to natural isomorphisms) 
p/x R’ c/x 
This means that for every Y in Pseudotop, R ( Y xX U) = R ( Y) xX U. 
Proof. Let s be exponentiable in C. Since C is reflective in Pseudotop, the functor 
(-)X s in C/X is the restriction of the functor (-)X s in Pseudotop/X. That is the 
following diagram is commutative: 
c/x -5. PIX 
c/x---+ p/x 
J’ 
Since s is exponentiable in C and in Pseudotop, “(-) x s is left adjoint to c(-)s and 
‘(-) x s is left adjoint to p(-)‘. From Corollary 2.2 it follows the commutativity (up 
to iso) of the following diagram: 
c/x I’ P/X 
But R’p(- x s) is left adjoint to ‘( -)‘J’ and “(- x s)R’ is left adjoint to JIc(-)‘, and 
then the two functors are naturally isomorphic since they have the same right adjoint. 
On the other side, suppose that the diagram commutes and let Y be in C. If p : P + X 
is the partial product of s over Y in Pseudotop, by Corollary 2.3(i) it is sufficient 
to show that P is in C. Consider then the reflection map rP of P in C and consider 
the pullback R(P) x, U = R( P xx U) + Y of R(p) along s. In correspondence 
with R(e), by the universal property of the partial product, we obtain a morphism 
h’: R(P)-+ P which turns out to be an isomorphism such that (h’)-’ = rp. 0 
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This theorem allows us to find a relationship between exponentiable maps in 
quotient reflective subcategories of Top and exponentiable maps in Top. First we 
need to recall how topological spaces may be characterized among pseudotopological 
spaces. By [20, ll.d] we have the following equivalent conditions: 
Proposition 2.6. Let X be a pseudotopological space. The following conditions are 
equivalent : 
(i) X is a topological space. 
(ii) [Diagonalprinciple]. Z~{X,,}~~., -+xandforeachA E A a net {x;}~~,,.,, converges 
to x,, then there is a diagonal net converging to x; i.e., the net {x~}~~,,,~~~, ordered 
lexicographically by A, and then by M,, has a subnet which converges to x. 
Theorem 2.7. Let C be a subcategory of Top. 
(a) rf C is quotient reflective, any exponentiable morphism of C is exponentiable in 
Top. 
(b) If C is epirefective, any exponentiable monomorphism of C is exponentiable in 
Top. 
Proof. Let Y be a topological space and s : U + X a morphism of C (mono in case 
(b)). By Corollary 2.3(i), we need only to prove that the partial product P = Pp(s, Y) 
of s over Y in Pseudotop is a topological space. Using Proposition 2.6 we will show 
that condition (ii) holds for P. Thus let {x,,}~~,, + x be a net in P and for each A E A, 
let 1~;)~~~~ be a net converging to x,,. For each A E A, let us denote with j~f the 
added point of MT (recall Definition 1.5); on Mz and A* we consider the directed 
topology (Definition 1.5). Let M be the topological sum of M;j:, i.e., M = u,,,, Mz. 
Consider now on A the discrete topology. Then j: A + M, given by j(A) = j.~f and 
i: A + A* with i(A) = A are continuous functions. Consider then the pushout in 
Pseudotop of j along i: 
A-LA* 
i I 1. J' 
M-I 
By Remark 1.6( 1); since {x~}~~,, and {x:}~~~, are convergent nets, h,, : A * + P and 
h = LIhE.4 hi% : M + P are morphisms of Pseudotop such that hni = hj. By the universal 
property of the pushout, there exists a morphism cp : I + P with cpi’ = h and cpj’ = h_A. 
Let r be the bireflection of Pseudotop in Top, and R be the reflector of Pseudotop 
in C. Consider rl and the extension p’ of p(p to rl. By Proposition 2.6, P is a 
topological space if and only if all cp constructed in this way are still morphisms, 
even if they are considered as functions from the bireflection rl of I in Top. It is 
easy to see that rZ is O-dimensional, since by Remark 1.6, directed spaces are 
O-dimensional. Therefore rl is in C and then rZ = RI, where RI is the reflection of 
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I in C. Consequently, by Theorem 2.5, R( I X, U) = RI xx U = rl X, U, and then 
R : I xx U + R(I xX U) is a bijection. Consider now the bireflection r(I xx U) of 
I xx U in Top. By the universal property, there exists a bijection h : r(1 xX U) + 
R(I xx U). In case (a), since C is closed under monos, r(1 X, U) is in C In case 
(b), the pullback s’: rI X, U+ rI of s along p’ is a mono and this implies that 
r(1 xx U) is O-dimensional. Hence in both cases r(I xx U) = R(I xx U) = rl xx U. 
Ix, u 
<,rr xx U=r(I xx U) 
Y A \;/ -px,u 
\ 
-u 
s 
” 
By the universal property of the partial product, the existence of cp : I + P implies 
the existence of cp’: IX, U+P X, U and cp’ can be extended to r(I X, U)= 
r(I) xx U via a map cp”. The universal property of the partial product gives us the 
desired extension of cp to rI. 0 
Remark 2.8. In case (b), the restriction to monomorphisms is essential for the 
exponentiability in Top, as the following example shows. 
Example. Let X be a strongly rigid Hausdorff nonlocally compact space (from [19, 
Theorem l] it follows that there exists a proper class of such spaces). If C is the 
epireflective hull of X in Top, t : X + * is exponentiable in C, but not in Top. In fact 
the exponentiability of t is equivalent to the Cartesianness of the object X and X 
is not Cartesian in Top, since it is Hausdorff and not locally compact (see [7]). To 
show that X is exponentiable in C, by Theorem 1.1, it is sufficient to prove that 
PP( 5 X) is in C. But it is easy to show that PP( t, X) is homeomorphic to X u {*}, 
which belongs to C, since C is closed under coproducts. 
If you are interested in finding exponentiable morphisms in a subcategory C of 
Top, Theorem 2.7 forces you to investigate among exponentiable morphisms 
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(monomorphisms) of Top when C is quotient reflective 
Actually, combining this result with Corollary 2.2, we know 
in fact: 
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(epireflective) in Top. 
exactly which they are; 
Corollary 2.9. Let C be quotient reflective (epireflective) in Top. A C-morphism 
(monomorphism) s : U + X is exponentiable in C if and only ifs is exponentiable in 
Top and for each Y in C, the partial product PTop(s, Y) is in C (or equivalently for 
each f: Y + X in C the exponential object (f)(I) is in C). 
3. Exponentiable morphisms in Hausdorff spaces 
Now we are able to find a topological characterization of exponentiable morphisms 
in the category of Hausdorff spaces. We start with a necessary condition: 
Proposition 3.1. If C is one of the following categories: Hausdorff spaces, Tychonofl 
spaces, regular Hausdorflspaces and s : U + X is exponentiable in C, s is an open map. 
Proof. Let A be an open subset of U. Then U\A is closed and since regular 
monomorphisms coincide with closed embeddings in C, there exists a space Y in 
C and two morphisms h, , hz: U + Y such that h, = hz on U\A and h,(u) # h,(u), 
for any u in A. Consider now the partial product P’ of Y on s in C. Corresponding 
to the pullback 
and to h,, hZ, there exist hi, hi: X + P, by the universal property of P. Since 
P = {(x, f) (f: s-‘(x) + Y} it can be easily seen that for i = 1,2, h:(x) = (x, hil,-lc,)). 
Then h’, = hi on X\s(A) and h;(x) # h;(x) for any x in s(A). The inclusion of 
X\s(A) in X is then a regular monomorphism in C and then s(A) is open. 0 
As a consequence of Proposition 3.1, every exponentiable monomorphism in 
Haus, Tych, Reg, is an embedding and using [5, 3.11 we immediately obtain that 
exponentiable monomorphisms in Haus, Tych, Reg are exactly the open embeddings. 
But open morphisms are not necessarily exponentiable in Haus. Johnstone in 
[l I] found a topological condition (called local perfectness) on a map s : U -+ X, 
where U is sober and X is To (see [2]), which characterizes exponentiability of s 
in Sob (the category of sober spaces) (see [ 11, 1.8; 15,2(c)]). We recall this definition 
(see [ll]). 
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Definition 3.2. A map s: U + X is locally perfect if for each u E U, and for each 
open neighbourhood W of u, we can find open neighbourhoods V and N of u and 
s(u) respectively and a set K 5 U such that 
(i) K n s-‘(x) is compact for each x E X. 
(ii) Kc Wns-‘(N). 
(iii) For any open A of U the set {x E X 1 Vn s-‘(x) c A} is a neighbourhood of 
the set {x E X 1 K n s-‘(x) c A}. 
Theorem 3.3. Let s : U + X be a map between Hausdorff spaces. The following are 
equivalent: 
(a) s is exponentiable in Haus. 
(b) s is open and exponentiable in Top. 
(c) s is open and exponentiable in Sob. 
(d) s is open and locally perfect. 
Proof. (a)+(b) By Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 2.7(a). 
(b)+(a) Since s is exponentiable in Top, for each Hausdorff space Y the partial 
product P = PTOp(s, Y) has a topology which makes the evaluation map e : P X, U + 
Y continuous. Therefore, being open, s fulfils the hypothesis of [6, Lemma 1.51 
which guarantees the Hausdorffness of l? Hence, by Corollary 2.9, s is exponentiable 
in Haus. 
(b)e(c) By [15, Theorem 21. 
(c)e(d) By [ll, Lemma 1.8; 15, Theorem 21. 0 
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